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Syndicate DSL by example

• Mapping events to components
• Managing conversational state
• Monitoring changes in shared state
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 of assertions of the form [keyDown,★].”
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actor
#17

actor
#42

actor
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[currentScore,3] → actor #17

[sprite,player,51,100, ] → actor #94
?[keyDown,★] → actor #94 ← x
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Messages are transient assertions

< [incrementScoreBy,3] >

~

assert( [incrementScoreBy,3] )

followed by
retract( [incrementScoreBy,3] )

(See “Coordinated Concurrent Programming in Syndicate”
(ESOP 2016) for full detail of the semantics)
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Syndicate DSL by example

• Mapping events to components
• Managing conversational state
• Monitoring changes in shared state
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checker player
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Assertion of sprite position at local dataspace
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Mapping events to components

controller
driver

?(controller-event 'start #t) game
?(controller-event 'left ★) game

?(clock-tick) game
(sprite 5 'player) game



Mapping events to components

controller
driver
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Dataspace lifetime not syntactically apparent
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2× repetition of pattern
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                 (spawn-player)
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...)
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(void)
(sub (controller-event 'start #t)
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2× repetition of metalevel, in two styles



(dataspace (spawn-player)
(spawn-collision-detection)
...
(until (message (controller-event 'start #t)

#:meta-level 1)))



(dataspace (spawn-player)
(spawn-collision-detection)
...
(until (message (controller-event 'start #t)

#:meta-level 1)))

dataspace termination near dataspace startup



(dataspace (spawn-player)
(spawn-collision-detection)
...
(until (message (controller-event 'start #t)

#:meta-level 1)))

subscription/message pattern written once



(dataspace (spawn-player)
(spawn-collision-detection)
...
(until (message (controller-event 'start #t)

#:meta-level 1)))

metalevel number written once, in one style



Syndicate DSL by example

✓ Mapping events to components
• Managing conversational state
• Monitoring changes in shared state



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

Three jobs:
  − watch state of left-arrow
  − listen to clock-tick while arrow pressed
  − maintain sprite & game-piece-state



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

< (controller-event 'left #t) >



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

< (controller-event 'left #t) >



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

< ⇃(controller-event 'left #t) >



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

assert( ⇃?(clock-tick) )



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

assert( ⇃?(clock-tick) )



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

assert( ?(clock-tick) )



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

assert( ?(clock-tick) )



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

< (controller-event 'left #f) >



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

< (controller-event 'left #f) >



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

< ⇃(controller-event 'left #f) >



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

retract( ⇃?(clock-tick) )



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

retract( ?(clock-tick) )



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) level



Managing conversational state

controller
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player
(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player

?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(struct player-state (position left-down?))

(define (spawn-player)
  (define initial-pos 5)
  (define initial-state (player-state initial-pos #f))
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

(match-event evt
[(message (at-meta (controller-event 'left pressed?)))
(transition (struct-copy player-state state

[left-down? pressed?])
'())]

[(message (at-meta (clock-tick)))
(define new-state
  (if (player-state-left-down? state)

(struct-copy player-state state
[position (- (player-state-position state) 1)])

state))
(define new-pos (player-state-position new-state))
(transition new-state

(patch-seq (retract (sprite ? ?) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite new-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(retract (game-piece-state ? ?))
(assert (game-piece-state 'player new-pos))) )]

initial-state
(patch-seq (sub (controller-event 'left ?) #:meta-level 1)

(sub (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (sprite initial-pos 'player) #:meta-level 1)
(assert (game-piece-state 'player initial-pos)))))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))

Substate continues to apply until
termination event triggered



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))

Substate continues to apply until
termination event triggered



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))

Substate continues to apply until
termination event triggered



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))

Substate continues to apply until
termination event triggered



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define move-left (gensym))
  (actor (forever #:collect [(position 5)]

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(send! move-left))))
  (on (message move-left)

(- position 1)) )))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define position 5)
  (actor (forever

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(set! position (- position 1))))))))



(define (spawn-player)
  (define position 5)
  (actor (forever

  (assert (sprite position 'player) #:meta-level 1)
  (assert (game-piece-state 'player position))
  (on (message (controller-event 'left #t)

#:meta-level 1)
(until (message (controller-event 'left #f)

#:meta-level 1)
  (on (message (clock-tick) #:meta-level 1)

(set! position (- position 1))))))))



Syndicate DSL by example

✓ Mapping events to components
✓ Managing conversational state
• Monitoring changes in shared state



Monitoring changes in shared state

clock
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level



Monitoring changes in shared state

clock
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

Must maintain an index over
game-piece-state records
asserted by other actors



Monitoring changes in shared state

clock
driver

“start”
checker player

collision
detector ...

⇃?(controller-event 'start #t) → “start” checker
⇃?(controller-event 'left ★) → player

⇃?(clock-tick) → player
⇃(sprite 5 'player) → player

(game-piece-state 'player 5) → player
?(game-piece-state ★ ★) → collision detector

↑game

?(controller-event 'start #t) → level
?(controller-event 'left ★) → level

?(clock-tick) → level

< (clock-tick) >
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assert( (sprite 4 'player) ),
retract( (game-piece-state ★ ★) ),
assert( (game-piece-state 'player 4) )
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(struct collision-detection-state (pieces))
 
(define (spawn-collision-detection)
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

  (match-event evt
  [(? patch? p)

(define p0 (collision-detection-state-pieces state))
(define p1 (for-trie/fold

    [(pieces p0)]
    [((game-piece-state $id _) (patch-removed p))]
  (hash-remove pieces id)))

(define p2 (for-trie/fold [(pieces p1)]
    [(($ piece (game-piece-state _ _)) (patch-added p))]
  (hash-set pieces (game-piece-state-id piece) piece)))

(transition (struct-copy collision-detection-state state
[pieces p2])

'())]))
(collision-detection-state (hash))
(sub (game-piece-state ? ?))))
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Patch events describe whole sets
of added and removed assertions,
but programmers think about
single assertions.
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3× repetition of pattern

(struct collision-detection-state (pieces))
 
(define (spawn-collision-detection)
  (spawn (lambda (evt state)

  (match-event evt
  [(? patch? p)

(define p0 (collision-detection-state-pieces state))
(define p1 (for-trie/fold

    [(pieces p0)]
    [((game-piece-state $id _) (patch-removed p))]
  (hash-remove pieces id)))

(define p2 (for-trie/fold [(pieces p1)]
    [(($ piece (game-piece-state _ _)) (patch-added p))]
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'())]))
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(define (spawn-collision-detection)
  (actor

(forever #:collect [(pieces (hash))]
(on (retracted (game-piece-state $id _))

(hash-remove pieces id))
(on (asserted ($ piece (game-piece-state _ _)))

(hash-set pieces (game-piece-state-id piece) piece)))))
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(hash-remove pieces id))
(on (asserted ($ piece (game-piece-state _ _)))

(hash-set pieces (game-piece-state-id piece) piece)))))
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(hash-remove pieces id))
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(define (spawn-collision-detection)
  (actor

(forever #:collect [(pieces (hash))]
(on (retracted (game-piece-state $id _))

(hash-remove pieces id))
(on (asserted ($ piece (game-piece-state _ _)))

(hash-set pieces (game-piece-state-id piece) piece)))))



(define (spawn-collision-detection)
  (actor

(forever #:collect [(pieces (hash))]
(on (retracted (game-piece-state $id _))

(hash-remove pieces id))
(on (asserted ($ piece (game-piece-state _ _)))

(hash-set pieces (game-piece-state-id piece) piece)))))

(actor
(forever
(query [pieces (hash id piece) ; “group-by”

($ piece (game-piece-state $id _))])
(on (changed pieces)

...)))



Syndicate DSL by example

✓ Mapping events to components
✓ Managing conversational state
✓ Monitoring changes in shared state



Status

Strong space savings in most places



syn·di·cate
a language for interactive programs

Progress Report on DSL Design

Repeated idioms ⟶ Language features

Future work: − Improved state sharing with substates
− “Queries” (e.g. “group-by”)
− Non-naive compilation strategy
− Better technique for naming metalevels
− More evaluations & case studies

http://syndicate-lang.org/


